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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: RB LEONARD 

FOURNETTE, LSU 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day 
workouts, leaked Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info 
becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-
tackles-capable RBs from our “Speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically 
smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely to flourish between the tackles. 

  

We can debate Leonard Fournette’s proper playing weight (and we will), and you 
can debate whether his ankle is a long-term concern. What you cannot debate is 
that Leonard Fournette is arguably the best runner of the football in the last 
decade+ of scouting. 

It’s a waste to debate ‘how good’ he is here, but when I watch Fournette at work it 
reminds me of the three best running backs I’ve scouted in college – Todd 
Gurley, David Johnson, and faded memories of Adrian Peterson. Who cares 
which of them is better? All I know is Fournette’s in that class of elite runners. 

Watching Fournette’s tape just leaves my jaw dropped. There’s no sense nitpicking it 
– he’s amazing with the ball in his hands. No one that size should have that kind of 
speed. It’s like watching David Johnson in the pros – he just toys with defenders. 
Like Johnson, Fournette can step on the gas pedal to fly by defenders or lower his 
shoulder and barrel through them…and like Johnson, Fournette is so strong/balanced 
that basic tackles just melt off of him without him even trying to shake them. It’s 
like trying to tackle a tank. 

I could go on and on about Fournette, so let’s not waste that time. Instead, let’s 
address six possible ‘issues’ people have or could/should have on Fournette and we’ll 
discuss if there is any validity to them… 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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(1) What about his ankle? 

There are rumors that Fournette has a chronic ankle issue. We’ll see what the leaks 
from the NFL Combine doctors are soon, but unless it’s definitive and confirmed by 
multiple sources, there’s no sense hedging bets against him on the ankle. Every 
running back is at risk to a degree and Fournette is going to be put into a role of 20–
25 touches per game in the NFL…he’s going to be at risk for things a lot. His massive 
size and powerful build are to his advantage. I’m not worried about the ankle until 
people confirm I should be. 

I don’t rule out that Fournette hurt his ankle and then milked it either. He’s had his 
eyes on the NFL for a while. There was nothing really to play for at LSU. If any of us 
were him, we would have left college for the pros a year ago if it were allowed. 
Running backs like him are wasted staying in school extra time taking on more wear 
and tear. LSU wasn’t winning titles, and the more they pushed Fournette, the more 
at risk of injury he would be. Sitting out with a minor injury is a more honorable way 
to spare yourself than just quitting/sitting out. 

 

(2) Why was he so bad against Alabama? 

In three seasons, Fournette averaged 2.5 yards per carry against Alabama. Is this a 
sign of trouble ahead? I watched his Alabama games – you’re talking about a 
defense loaded with top NFL prospects keying on Fournette, who played in an awful 
offense with a weak passing game. Fournette is great, but not Superman. Even so, 
watching the tape, Fournette was terrific trying to fight for what he could against 
Alabama. There were no signs of weakness…except for LSU’s overall offensive game 
plan. 

The Alabama issue is no different than what Todd Gurley faced in 2016 with the 
Rams. Defenses stack the box against a terrible O-Line and horrific offensive game 
plan and just key on Gurley. If Fournette were on the Rams in 2016…he’d have 
struggled. If he were on Dallas last season, he would have put Ezekiel 
Elliott’s numbers to shame…as would have Gurley.  

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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(3) How are Fournette’s hands? 

Not great, but acceptable. Oddly, Fournette seems to catch the ball better in the 
heat of the moment than he does in basic drills or practice. When I watched 
Fournette at the 2017 NFL Combine – you could see he’s not a natural catcher of the 
ball. He’s good enough for screens and swings, but you will not confuse him 
with David Johnson. In games, on tape, Fournette seems to catch/clamp down on 
the ball much better. He’s not going out for wheel-route deep passes and being 
WR/David Johnson-like, but he can be Ezekiel Elliott-like…just catching simple 
screens and swings OK enough. 

  

(4) How is Fournette’s agility? 

Fournette skipped the agility timing at the NFL Combine, and smartly so on his 
behalf. He had nothing to gain at that point in the proceedings because most all NFL 
analysts act like the agility times don’t exist…they don’t even know how to interpret 
them or why they are critical. I would not worry about Fournette’s agility. He shifts 
through holes just fine on tape. He’s as good as Ezekiel Elliott at staying between 
the tackles and finding a space and darting through it…only Fournette is better on 
the loose. 

  

(5) What about weighing 240 pounds at the NFL Combine? 

I thought it was odd. I’m guessing he could have weighed 230 pounds and ran a low 
4.4 40-time and sent everyone into a tizzy, but 4.51 at 240 pounds may be even 
more impressive. It’s one of the best times of all time among 235+ pound RB 
prospects at the Combine. Most of the NFL prefers their running backs to be big and 
bruising…the machismo of it all. What Fournette did, knowingly or not, was feed into 
what ‘tough guy’ coaches crave…the power running game. 

My question would be – what if Fournette drops to 230 pounds? You saw Ezekiel 
Elliott get better/quicker as 2016 went on, as he shed some of the fat he entered 
training camp with…the grind of the season bringing him down. Fournette can do the 
same. When Le’Veon Bell lost 10-15+ pounds, he became one of the best running 
backs in the game. Fournette has that possibility open to him. Remember, Fournette 
basically ran the same 40-time Elliott did, but weighed 15 pounds more doing so. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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All we can surmise is that Leonard Fournette is NOT as good all around as David 
Johnson or Le’Veon Bell (because of their X-factor in the passing game), but he is 
better than Ezekiel Elliott and probably in-his-prime Adrian Peterson. He is as 
good a power running back prospect as you will ever find. He crushed opponents in 
college despite the terrible offense he played with. He has no real red flag except if 
something comes up bad on his ankle. I have no doubt Fournette will be the first 
running back taken, and that it will likely be among the top 10 picks overall…and 
that anyone who has or still rates Dalvin Cook ahead of Fournette among RB 
prospects should have their scouting credentials taken away. 

  

Leonard Fournette, through the lens of our “Power RB” Scouting Algorithm 
Fournette has been a producer since the first chance he had at taking a workload. 
Over the last two seasons, when given 15 or more carries in a game (18 times), 
Fournette has rushed for 153.1 yards per game and scoring 1.7 TDs per game. 

The only blemish among Fournette’s stat trends is that he only rushed for 48.3 yards 
per game and never ran for more than 79 yards against Alabama in three matchups. 
If you ignore the Alabama games, Fournette has been virtually unstoppable in his 
entire career. His rushing numbers are so stellar, outside of the Alabama games and 
mostly against SEC competition, that it’s silly to even try to micro-analyze them. 

In his two bowl games, Fournette has rushed for 177.5 yards per game and scored 
4.0 TDs per game…that’s right – 8 TDs in two bowl games. Six rushing TDs, 1 
receiving TD, and a kick return TD. 

  

NFL Combine numbers: 

6′0.4″/240, 31.6″ arms, 9.25″ hands 

4.51 40-time, skipped the agility drills 

28.5″ vertical, and skipped the broad jump and bench press. 

  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Fournette’s college stats via Fox Sports: http://www.foxsports.com/college-
football/leonard-fournette-player 

  

  

The NFL “Power RB” that Leonard Fournette most compares with statistically in 
college, within our system: 

If you took a Frankenstein approach to constructing a running back by 
taking Le’Veon Bell, Steven Jackson, and Jonathan Stewart and taking some 
attributes off each of them, you could build Leonard Fournette. Jonathan 
Stewart is a great comp…and Stewart was really something in his younger days, but 
never reached the heights he should have because he was splitting work 
with DeAngelo Williams. I don’t think Fournette will be splitting much with any 
other running backs early in his career. 

  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
http://www.foxsports.com/college-football/leonard-fournette-player
http://www.foxsports.com/college-football/leonard-fournette-player
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Table 384 
  

 

 

 

Rating RB-
Re 

RB-
Ru Name Name College Yr H H W Speed Agility Power 

11.411 6.49 11.31 Fournette Leonard LSU 2017 6 0.4 240 8.59 9.73 11.52 

11.216 7.40 11.01 Stewart Jonathan Oregon 2008 5 10.2 235 11.23 7.73 11.54 

10.434 10.01 10.55 Jackson Steven Oregon 
State 

2004 6 1.4 231 7.87 6.09 7.51 

9.737 9.95 9.37 Bell Le'Veon Michigan 
St 

2013 6 1.3 244 4.36 10.43 11.24 

10.072 2.18 8.84 Turner Michael No 
Illinois 

2004 5 10.4 237 4.82 -2.92 10.16 

8.374 4.30 8.34 Henry Derrick Alabama 2016 6 2.4 247 4.13 2.52 10.59 

9.093 3.36 8.80 Wells Chris Ohio 
State 

2009 6 1.1 235 6.14 2.41 9.81 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home


*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become 
NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and 
indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or 
above a 10.0 in certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, 
including refinement for strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical 
measurement metrics—then compared/rated historically within our database and 
formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2017. Our new formula/rating that attempts to 
identify and quantify a prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original 
formulas. RB prospects can now make it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their 
receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out for the NFL and no longer 
dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in 
college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-
agility along with hand-size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2017. Our new formula/rating that attempts to 
classify and quantify an RB prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our 
rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in college in relation to their 
offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with 
various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from 
the NFL Combine, judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated 
historically within our database and scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs 
of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the 
NFL Combine, judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated 
historically within our database and scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs 
of a similar/bigger size profile. 

  

2017 NFL Draft outlook… 
Fournette is going top 10 overall. If Ezekiel Elliott went #4 overall and was the talk 
of the NFL, then a better-than-Elliott RB prospect will go top 10 as well in 2017. It 
will be to a team with a ‘tough guy’ coach and director of personnel, so look for 
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Jacksonville to be all over Fournette at #4. Going #2 to the 49ers is not out of the 
question either. 

NFL Outlook: He will be taken by a team with the absolute intent of him starting day 
one and not splitting with any other running back. Fournette’s star will shine as 
brightly as the offensive line and head coach, and his ankle, will take him. 
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